Dismounted

Integrated C4I capabilities from higher command to mobile forces

Transforming hierarchical forces into a networked capability, using battlespace digitization as a powerful force multiplier

Proven references for forces digitization Delivering capabilities from tactical units to strategic levels

Designed for combined arms units

* Reconnaissance, Surveillance & Target Acquisition
Transforming hierarchical forces into a networked capability, using battlespace digitization as a powerful force multiplier.

Integrated C4I capabilities from higher command to mobile forces

Proven references for forces digitization:
Delivering capabilities from tactical units to strategic levels.
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Modular C4I delivers information superiority for network centric operations

Modular C4I delivers information superiority for network centric operations. Multi-source intelligence exploitation and dissemination system, with all-source fusion and tailored production for intelligence preparation of the battlespace.

Joint C4I system to build, maintain and share situational awareness for decision support in national and coalition operations on the peace-crisis-war continuum.

Integrated Army C4I systems for fixed and deployed land component command in joint and combined operations.

Integrated sensor-commander-shooter artillery C4I system for timely, accurate and selective effects in combined and joint fire support operations.

Integrated multi-vehicle, multi-mission system leveraging voice, data and video exchanges on core vehicle system electronics for mobile networked operations.

Soldier digitization solution including sensors, situational awareness, and communications over a core C4I architecture integrated with soldier protection and load carriage equipment.

Recce Mounted-dismounted Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Target Acquisition system for agile and protected contact operations.

Integrated maritime C4I system, with shore-to-ship networking and information exchanges for Maritime Component Command, enabling extended Maritime Domain Awareness.
Modular C4I delivers information superiority for network centric operations
Integrated C4I capabilities from higher command to mobile forces.